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‘Service solutions under one roof’

MEXEFLOTES
CASE STUDY

Introduction
Following many seasons of low maintenance, the
Mexeflotes from 52 Squadron in Marchwood were
in need of a bit of TLC in order to get them fully
operational. Landau UK Commercial through Babcock,
were approached to inspect the Mexeflotes and put
together an action plan to ‘make them good’.

Challenge
Upon initial inspection it was clear that the Mexeflotes
were in need of much more than just a ‘make good’
and were in fact in need of a deep refurbishment and
repair following years of old paint build up inside and
out, with rusted, dented and cracked areas.
The bow infills had rusted away due to constant contact
with water, there were various dents and scrapes all
over the structure, plus the shoot bolt housing units
had been dented and the bolts on the hatches had
become completed rusted.
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MEXEFLOTES

Dents & scrapes

Shootbolt housing dented and damaged

Rusting hatches

Rusted bolts
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MEXEFLOTES

Solution
Landau UK Commercial set about repairing the Mexeflotes. A completely new epoxy paint system was introduced,
as were new non slip decking with many samples sent to the end user to make sure we hit the right combination
of grip and durability. New hatches and stainless bolts were made and fitted and the whole area was blasted
back to metal and then resprayed to help prolong life. Areas which had become completely rusted over were
made good with new deck plates being welded in place. Even the detail of marking the bolts so the end user
had instant visibility of tampering.
And finally the inside of the Mexeflotes were completely cleaned out, blasted back to metal and new
paint applied.

Newly painted Mexeflote

Non-slip deck
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MEXEFLOTES

Epoxy painted

New hatches metal sprayed for longevity

New epoxy non slip decking

New hatch made & metal sprayed to extend life and
lower on going costs
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MEXEFLOTES

Mexeflote inside – epoxy sprayed and corrosion free

Blasted panel back to metal
“The Mexeflote is a valuable resource of
the MOD and has capabilities no other craft
can achieve therefore needing maintaining
to a very high standard. After several years
of maintenance using old systems and
procedures we are proud to bring this craft
in line with modern systems.”
Mark Finch
Marine grade stainless bolts replacing mild
steel which often rusted in, seized
or snapped
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MEXEFLOTES

Results
The results are clear to see – the fully repaired Mexeflotes now look as good as new.
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ST 1502 SEAPLANE
CASE STUDY

Introduction
Seaplane Tender (ST) 1502 is a historic military craft,
she is 42-foot-long and is powered by twin 6-cylinder
Ford Sabre engines. She was built at Hythe by the
British Power Boat Company in 1942 and served with
the Royal Air Force both as a tender to the Sunderland
flying boats and also as a range safety and target
towing vessel under the control of the Royal Navy.
Over recent years she has been in service operationally
as part of the Portsmouth Naval Base Property Trust
power boat collection operating from the Heritage
Pontoon within the Portsmouth Historic Dockyard.

“Landau UK are incredibly
proud to have been part of the
journey to repair this fantastic
historic Seaplane Tender.
We have restored every type
of craft imaginable, but we
always enjoy bringing a historic
wooden boat in need of some
TLC back to its former glory.”
Ben Metcalfe, Chief Executive
at Landau UK
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ST 1502 SEAPLANE

Landau UK’s Commercial Division were approached by Diggory Rose, Director of Marine Operations at Portsmouth
Naval Base Property Trust, following a previous tender submission to undertake a range of partial re-deck works
on the ST 1502 to bring it back up to operational excellence.

The 1502 Seaplane Tender in service
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ST 1502 SEAPLANE

Challenge
Landau UK’s team of experienced engineers undertook a detailed inspection of the craft and identified the works which were needed as listed in the
scope of works. As the timescales for the work were quite short it was agreed that the best and quickest place to undertake the works were within
the Boathouse 4 in the Historic Dockyard. The craft was lifted and over a period of two weeks a team of Landau’s experienced engineers carried
out the partial re-deck works. These works included removal of the temporary aluminium tread plates, repair of the port side deck area, repair a
section of de-lamination of the glass fibre deck sheathing on the port quarter, resealing joints and repainting the entire deck with non-slip paint.

Damaged tread plates
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ST 1502 SEAPLANE

Solution
Once the full extent of the repairs was understood and uncovered the team at Landau UK came up with a cost
and time efficient solution and began the repairs. The aluminium tread plates were removed, and holes filled with
epoxy, the port side deck area was repaired, once the toe rail was removed, with new timber and resin applied.
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ST 1502 SEAPLANE

Solution
The small section of de-lamination of the glass fibre deck sheathing on the port quarter was repaired with new
matting. The joints between the rubbing strake and the deck edges were removed and replaced and finally once
all works had been completed the whole deck was prepped and painted with non-slip paint.
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ST 1502 SEAPLANE

Results
The Seaplane Tender now looks as good as new and following the life extension works it will now be operational
for many more years to come.
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CHEVERTON CHAMP
CASE STUDY

Introduction
A local based Sea Cadet unit from Warsash were
without one of their workboat training vessels when
it suffered severe damage after being ripped from its
mooring, leaving it in an unseaworthy state.
Working in partnership with Babcock, the Cheverton
Champ vessel was one of the projects Landau UK were
appointed to repair and service in order to make it
seaworthy again and preventing it becoming a write
off. This was all achieved within budget.

“The damage was reported to
Babcock at 7.30pm by 8.45 the
following morning the boat had
been collected by Landau, lifted
and the process of assessing the
damage began. Now the finished
product is better than before.”
Alun Davies, Project Manager,
Babcock International
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CHEVERTON CHAMP

Challenge
Breaking from its mooring and drifting towards the shore, the Cheverton Champ smashed into the pier, causing
severe damage to the bow, its roof, stern and engine cover. In fact large sections of the deck were actually
missing/worn away; where it had continually been lifted up and trapped against the underside of the pier, with
the waves hitting over and over. Left in a poor state, Landau UK were required to repair the vessel after the
damage it had received, as well as improving its overall appearance. The vessel was also prepared for Lloyds
Register Marine Inspections, including quality checks and seaworthy repair surveys.

Severe cuddy damage to the Cheverton Champ

Lifted onto Landau’s specifically designed trailer

Removing bits of broken boat and pier!

A thorough steam clean underway
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CHEVERTON CHAMP

Challenge
Left in a poor state, Landau repaired the vessel after the damage it had received, as well as improving its overall
performance.

The rear quarters were smashed and worn away, as was the tiller
and rudder handle

The engine compartment and bilges were completely
flooded and several tonnes of water and debris had to be
cleared before work could start

Large sections of deck were in fact missing Cracks were common place in the deck and even hull
and simply smashed to pieces
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CHEVERTON CHAMP

Solution
After two tonnes of water and debris was removed from the bilges, the boat was lifted by hoist onto Landau’s
specially designed Cheverton trailer. Once on dry land, the repair process initially involved removing bits of broken
boat and pier, as well as a thorough steam clean, to work out where to start! Landau UK then got to work.
Fiberglass and gel coat repairs to engine cowling, deck and hull where necessary. With considerable damage
specifically to the deck due to large areas actually missing, deck hardware and rubbers had to be removed and
moulds produced.
The finished deck and engine cowling was gel brushed over its entirety and laboriously polished back to an as new
finish, to ensure consistent colour between the new and old sections.
Additional external work included removing the rudder, rebuilding the rudder shank, replacing the fuel tank strap
and varnishing, as well as new stainless fixings. A new varnished tiller arm was also installed.
As a result of the vessel smashing into the pier, a new cuddy mould, with new windows and rubbers were required,
along with a full width hand rail and mast, which resulted in many elements of the electrical loom also being
replaced.

Fiberglass and gel coat repairs

Stitching and fitting new life lines

Preparation underway for the new cuddy
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CHEVERTON CHAMP

Solution
Landau made the Cheverton Champ seaworthy again, all within budget.

The Champ cut and polished after hull repairs

New cuddy goes on

Cheverton Champ’s sea trial

Cheverton’s new name badge
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CHEVERTON CHAMP

Results
The Cheverton Champ became seaworthy again.

“The Cheverton is an
important part of our fleet
and given the condition
of the boat after its
unfortunate incident, the
finished article is well
beyond our expectations.”
Warsash Cadet Officer

The sea cadets with their boat

“Although this is not the
sort of vessel we normally
work on, it is great to see
how our skills on larger
boats can be transferred
and that the finished
product is better than our
customer anticipated. I
suspect our new contract
will mean we will see
more of these types of
problems.”
Ben Metcalfe,
Chief Executive,
Landau UK

“You’ve done a great job! It’s impressive
seeing her back into the water now and
compare how badly damaged she was.”
Matteo Fasce, Surveyor,
Lloyd’s Register Mari
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DUNKIRK BOAT RESTORATION
CASE STUDY

Introduction
We were approached back in 2015 to help with a full restoration, from keel upwards, of a 1922 motor yacht. This
fantastic classic motor yacht, which was instrumental in the 1940’s ‘Dunkirk Little Ships’ was to be meticulously
restored back to its former glory.
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DUNKIRK BOAT RESTORATION

Challenge
The vessel was firstly lifted out to undertake a full hull, deck, superstructure and rigging inspection and subsequent
restoration. All of the internal spaces and bulkheads were restored to the highest possible standard and back to
their original beauty, using as much of the original fixings and equipment as possible.

Before works have commenced

Back in the water
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DUNKIRK BOAT RESTORATION

Solution
To complement the traditional restoration the owner wanted the highest specification of modern technology
and navigational equipment installed throughout. This equipment needed to seamlessly work alongside the
traditional equipment and layout yet be aesthetically pleasing and reflect the vessels originality.

Back to her former glory
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DUNKIRK BOAT RESTORATION

Solution
We worked closely with the owner on a long list of electrical equipment and installations including:
• A full rewire and replacement of all onboard lighting, including companionway step lights,
ceiling lights, courtesy lights and deck cabin lights
• Shore power and inverter systems plus an auto functioning generator power system
• Complete water and black water system including a Diesel Eberspacher hot water heating system

Hot water system

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Black water system

Navigational system, onboard Wi-Fi
Electric and manual bilge, pilot and windlass pump
Replacement of two new fuel tanks
Watermaker and full air conditioning system
Exhaust system and horn
Complete new engine install, including two new engines, gearboxes, shafts, Kobelt throttles, automatic
engine fans and a helm station
We also replaced and installed a custom manufactured fridge, heated towel rails, a diesel oven, taps and
showers, step lights, wipers, plus an Ultra anchor, chain and autopilot chain.
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DUNKIRK BOAT RESTORATION

Results
Once completed the vessel was successfully returned back to its original beauty yet with a modern twist with
the onboard technology. She was then transported back from Chertsey on the River Thames where the work had
been undertaken back to its home at Shamrock Quay, Southampton.

New fridge

New oven
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DUNKIRK BOAT RESTORATION

Results

This has been a beautiful and classic vessel to restore and it has been a delight
to be involved in bringing a vessel of historical importance back to life. I’m sure
she will now provide delight for many years to come’.
Jon Bagge, Landau UK.
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MEXE CREW SHELTERS
CASE STUDY

Introduction
Landau UK’s Commercial Division were approached
by Babcock to evaluate the Ministry of Defence’s
current fleet of Mexe Crew Shelters (alongside the
refurbishment of the Mexeflotes) and come up with an
action plan to create a much more modern, efficient
and economical way for them to be powered and
support the six crew they hold in ‘off grid’ situations.
Sitting on top of a Mexeflote the Mexe Crew Shelter is
exactly as the name suggests - a shelter for between
4-6 military personnel who are crewing the Mexeflote.
The Mexeflote is a modular system comprising bow,
centre and stern pontoons, which can be combined to
form a powered raft, jetty, causeway or breakwater.
Mexeflotes are today operated as ship-to-shore ferries
by the Royal Logistics Corps (RLC) at Marchwood
Military Port, in the Falkland Islands and elsewhere.
				
“The system brings a vital resource
into the 20th Century. Creating a
safer, more efficient and quieter
system requiring less ongoing
maintenance. In every way it has
created an improvement and
proved very reliable to day”
Sgt Mark West
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MEXE CREW SHELTERS

Challenge
I am incredibly passionate about finding innovative but reliable solutions for our customers and so undertook a
comprehensive inspection of the Crew Shelter, interviewed the end user and even went on sea trials to establish
exactly what the demands and expectations would be.
As such a full project brief was created and agreed. A range of options were compiled detailing any advantages
or disadvantages together with all costs. Maintenance and ongoing costs were also considered and as such we,
Landau UK, negotiated with the supplier a 5-year warranty on the systems.
A final specification and price was agreed. All wiring diagrams were produced and created along with full test
procedure to replicate heavy and maximum use of 48 hours.

Crew Shelter wiring

Crew Shelter wiring
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MEXE CREW SHELTERS

Solution
Once the Mexe Crew Shelter was collected and transported from Marchwood in Southampton to Swanwick
Marina where the Project Team at Landau UK, set about upgrading the generator system by stripping out the
redundant system, making a new electronics panel as well as reworking all of the internal electrics, even the
smallest detail was considered right down to person doing the panels.
A fire protection system was installed along with new service and ventilation hatches plus a new feature of shore
power connectivity was supplied and installed.
Finally, the shelter was blasted back to its raw metal and repainted using a highly effective new epoxy paint
system together with any other repairs which were required.
Once this work has been completed the shelter is returned to the Ministry of Defence in Marchwood. This then
enables us to undertake the full testing phase and certification and issue the 5-year warranty.
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MEXE CREW SHELTERS

Results
The Mexe Crew Shelter is now hugely more efficient and able to provide 3kW of power through the inverter
meaning constant running of the generator is not required and the shelter runs silently for over 60% of its
operation.
The requirement to rig up a flexible exhaust system and pull out generators for ventilation was not required
meaning more deck space and safer crew working environments.

Rusting

Internal panel

Repaired cabling

All repaired
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BIOCIDE FREE FOULING RELEASE SYSTEM
CASE STUDY

Introduction
A new dimension to antifouling
Following many seasons of repetitive antifouling and
a welcoming home for fouling organisms such as
seaweed and barnacles to attach firmly to the boat’s
hull, it was evident a new antifouling solution was
required.
The client approached Landau UK to look into this and
recommend a more advanced solution.

“This new Hempel Fouling Release
Technology has added a new
dimension to Landau UK’s product
offering. Seasonal conventional
antifoulings are under pressure
due to legislation, which has
opened up a new requirement for
our customers and we’ve already
noticed a number of savings too.”
Sara Boyes, Marketing Manager,
Landau UK
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BIOCIDE FREE FOULING RELEASE SYSTEM

Challenge
Faced with a large build-up of marine life, from barnacles to muscles and seaweed to sea squirts, the client was
challenged with an ongoing cleaning requirement of their boat’s hull, as well as a continuous concern on the
boat’s performance and fuel efficiency.
On inspection of the client’s boat, a basic copper based antifoul had been applied. This type of product is
becoming more of a legislative concern and therefore driving the end user to look for alternative options. An
additional challenge was to lower their maintenance costs through less frequent applications, also the potential
for less wear and tear on the engine, gear box and fuel reduction.
The constant seasonal cleaning, sanding and re-application was also a factor. There was a clear requirement to
slow the growth and/or facilitate detachment of the subaquatic organisms, which was beginning to affect the
boat’s durability and performance.
Landau UK were challenged with finding the right hull coating that would effectively overcome their client’s
challenges.
Making the right choice was key to reducing the client’s maintenance costs and time, increasing the boat’s speed,
working towards potentially decreasing their fuel costs, as well as ensuring Landau UK were being mindful of a
solution that would be less damaging to the environment.
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BIOCIDE FREE FOULING RELEASE SYSTEM

Solution
On review of the boat’s current challenges, it was Landau UK chose this application with a continuing
recommended that a Hempel Fouling Release System effort to be ahead of the market, with Hempel opening
application would solve the problem.
the door to a completely new approach to the fight
against fouling.
The biocide free product based on silicone and hydrogel,
gives the coating surface water-like properties, making Fouling organisms perceive the hull as a liquid and
it difficult for fouling organisms to attach to the hull consequently attaching to a much lower extent.
and easy for them to be removed when the boat is in
motion.
Landau UK set about preparing the boats hull through
a multi-stage process with the final coat being applied
This revolutionary paint introduces a new dimension to with the latest Fouling Release paint. The Silic One
boating, Hempel’s Silic One.
required constant monitoring during application and
 A biocide free paint/method to prevent fouling
good weather to ensure an effective application.
 Non-stick paint
 Copper free
Landau UK’s specialist engineers worked within a
temperature controlled environment to ensure the
The fouling release silicone system provides a smooth, temperature did not drop below 10 degrees, as the
low surface energy repellent surface with unique timings between coats was paramount to the process
fouling release properties. A hydrogel micro layer and performance of the Fouling Release System.
prevents fouling organisms firmly adhering, while the
silicone polymers facilitate self-cleaning.
Hydrogel is based on unique, non-reactive polymers
that are added to the paint, creating an invisible barrier
between the hull surface and the water.
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Solution
Removal of old antifouling down to gel coat. Surface was then abraded and thoroughly washed down in
preparation for the light primer.
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BIOCIDE FREE FOULING RELEASE SYSTEM

Light primer
Once the hull had been prepared back to a good sound condition, the light primer was then applied. On this
occasion four coats of light primer were applied as per specification.
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Silic One Tie Coat
Once the light primer had been applied, the next step was to apply the Tie Coat. This effectively bridges the
coatings, allowing the system to move between a two pack epoxy coating, to the single pack Silic One. The
application and timings of the Tie Coat were crucial to the application process.
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BIOCIDE FREE FOULING RELEASE SYSTEM

Silic One
Final stage was the Silic One where two coats were applied, ensuring the final coatings completely covered the
Tie Coat, leaving a full complete system. Again the application and timings of the Silic One were crucial to the
application process.
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A new dimension to antifouling
The new application has already shown impressive results.
Unlike antifouling, the Fouling Release System doesn’t rely on biocides. The product is based on silicone and
hydrogel, which gives the coating surface water-like properties, making it difficult for fouling organisms to attach
firmly to the hull and easy for them to be removed when the boat is in motion.

Lower long term costs – The Fouling Release System has higher costs in the first year, but maintenance
costs in the second year will be lower.
Increases speed and saves fuel – Silic One reduces the friction, hence increasing speed and
saving fuel.

Suitable on all types of boats - The Fouling Release System can be used on all types of boats, except
wood and all types of water. The frequency of usage and speed can influence the amount of fouling, so the best
performance is expected on motor boats.
Maintenance – Maintenance of Silic One is easy and simple. Maintenance cost are lower compared to
traditional antifouling. In order to maintain the system, a new layer of Top Coat should be applied every year.

“We love the fact that at
faster speeds the selfcleaning is most effective,
but even lower speed selfcleaning has been possible
too! A great investment
Landau UK. Thanks for the
product recommendation.”
Boat Owner of Fino,
Swanwick Marina
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PROJECT 28M
CASE STUDY

Introduction
The boat
For most people, taking delivery of a brand new Princess Motor
Yacht, one of the world’s premier production yachts, would be the
culmination of a dream. For one very discerning buyer however,
it was just the beginning - a blank canvas upon which to build
his perfect motor yacht, to create something truly personal and
unique. With the boat ordered and build commencing, the owner
sought an established, reliable and experienced company to
make his dream come true. The Dream Weavers? Landau UK.
The team
Initial contact was made in 2015 when Landau attended the boat
show. Landau’s massive converted ex-Formula One hospitality
unit is a familiar sight the length and breadth of the country
and a regular at numerous boat shows. Fitted out like a luxury
yacht, it offers the perfect showcase of Landau UK’s talents and
boasts over one hundred and fifty of the latest marine products
and systems, giving Landau the unique ability to not just talk
the talk, but to actually walk the walk, showing precisely what
they can do. Attended by the full team, Sales Director Chris Doran
was the one to sit down and talk through in detail the exact
requirements, offering suggestions and concepts that turned
the brush strokes of the owner’s ideas into finely wrought and
comprehensive solutions.
Landau UK has been in the luxury yacht retro-fitting business
for nearly twenty years, regularly travelling to all corners of
the globe to deliver award winning installations and retrofit
solutions. Widely regarded as the industry leader in its field, the
task of creating the ultimate Princess 88 was a perfect fit for
the business.
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Marrying state-of-the-art technology,
installation and craftsmanship

Outdoor movie solution

Using our engineers’ combined knowledge of the very latest innovation to create the customer’s dream
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PROJECT 28M

Challenge
The owner’s dream
Lavish accommodation spreads across four opulent en-suite cabins on the lower deck. The main deck sports
an enclosed galley and wheelhouse for the crew whilst guests enjoy a massive single level main saloon and
a separate dining area for eight, opening out onto a massive aft deck and a drop down balcony respectively.
Crowning it all is a palatial flying bridge complete with spa bath, wet bar, and sprawling seating area around a
huge teak table shaded by a long hard top. A transom garage for water toys aft of the crew quarters augments
a high/low hydraulic bathing platform. It is the ultimate expression of the ninety foot motor yacht genre which
leads to just one question. ‘How do you improve upon perfection?’ Landau UK had a few ideas.
Making the dream a reality
Over subsequent weeks these ideas crystallised into action plans as Chris and the team brought their experience
to bear, creating innovative and imaginative solutions and presenting them to the owner. From convenience and
safety through to entertainment and adding that essential ‘wow factor’, plans were formulated to bring the
concept to fruition, marrying state of the art technology to installation and craftsmanship.
The experts
Here at Landau UK we use the right people, the right materials and with the right team, we use our combined
knowledge of the very latest innovation to create their dream. Designs and impact drafted for approval, customer
involved through critical parts of process, including selection of correct parts. Including protecting vessel through
installation, updates and progress photos and adaptions if required.

The entertainment centre can be controlled Independent streaming of video content to individual zones
remotely
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Challenge
Straight from the factory a Princess 88 is pretty luxurious by anyone’s standards, but with the assistance of
Landau UK, this yacht was destined for greater things.

A 40-inch TV installed in the hardtop of the flybridge can be
viewed from the spa bath

Every light zone can be adjusted independently

State-of-the-art technology
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Solution
Delivering the dream
Lighting that is not only completely bespoke, but infinitely adaptable was the first challenge. Fifty two RGB deck
lights and sixteen underwater lights are complemented by RGB spa bath lights, rope lights and even backlit name
lights for the ultimate in lighting control – the whole system accessed and controlled wirelessly, courtesy of a custom
made iPad app. Every light zone can be independently adjusted for colour or intensity, offering infinite permutations to
spectacular effect.
That concept of choice and variety also extends to the audio visual systems. Again divided into zones, everyone can
be their own DJ with access to a central server containing up to 9,000 albums. Not enough choice? Then guests can
connect their own iPods or other devices and stream their own music through the system. Special software written to
link the audio to the lighting creates the ultimate sound and light show.
A fifty inch Samsung TV in the saloon is augmented by a Dolby 5.1 surround sound system with upgraded amplifiers
and speakers. It sources films and TV shows from a two terabyte Kaleidescape 1U Disc Vault server. Again controlled
wirelessly, it is capable of storing 180 Blu Ray movies and 500 DVD movies and distributing them to any screen within
the accommodation. And there’s one further screen that it feeds - on the fly bridge a specially fabricated retractable
TV assembly has been installed in the hardtop, allowing a forty inch TV to be viewed from the spa bath. A self-tracking
gyro-stabilised KVH Tracvision M9 satellite dome provides up to the minute broadcasting as an alternative.

State-of-the-art technology

At night the deck lights create a party
atmosphere

Bespoke lighting subtly highlights the design touches of the
Princess Motor Yacht
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Solution
But life isn’t all about entertainment coming to you, sometimes you want to go to it, and to that end the hydraulic
bathing platform is worth a visit. The transom garage has been turned into a veritable toy box, with three SeaBob
F5s underwater scooters (one in each of the available colours) fitted to a Harken track for storage and instant
accessibility. Slide them off and go diving, and upon return each one clips back onto its bracket and simply slides
back along the track and locks into place, a fast charging docking station for every unit ensuring that they’re
ready to go again in no time. There’s even a GoCycle electric folding bike for anyone heading ashore – linked via
iPad naturally, allowing access to pedal assist or full electric programs.
On board security includes a state of the art gyro-stabilised thermal imaging camera. Mounted on a custom
made bracket on top of the navigation light for an uninterrupted three hundred and sixty degree view, it’s so
powerful that it can read a newspaper from half a kilometre away. On a more practical level, clear barriers
designed with safety and aesthetics in mind are fitted to the fly bridge to provide additional security for younger
members of the family.

Hydraulic passerelle for easy stern access

On board state-of-the-art security includes
a gyro-stabilised camera

Gocycle electric folding bike for anyone heading ashore
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EARL OF PEMBROKE
CASE STUDY

Introduction

If you’ve seen the movie Treasure Island then you will
already be familiar with the tall ship ‘Earl of Pembroke’.
Indeed, more familiar than you might imagine, since
the ship actually played two roles in the film; the
starring ship, ‘Hispaniola’ and Captain Flint’s original
ship, the ‘Walrus’. It’s all part of this amazing ship’s rich
heritage that started innocuously enough as a Baltic
timber trader named ‘Orion’, built in Pukavic, Sweden
in 1945. After nearly thirty years the ship was laid up
in Thisted, Denmark where she lay for five years before
being bought in 1979 by the company Square Sails
based in Cornwall.

After a six year restoration during which her original
schooner rig was changed to the barque rig and her
name changed to the ‘Earl of Pembroke’, she joined
Square Ships’ two other tall ships, providing historic
boats for film and TV production use in everything from
the afore-mentioned ‘Treasure Island’ to ‘Count of
Monte Cristo’ for Disney, the UK television documentary
‘Blackbeard’, TV mini-series ‘Hornblower’, ‘Wuthering
Heights’ and many others.
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EARL OF PEMBROKE

Challenge

luxury powerboats from the likes of Sunseeker and
Princess. But this, says Chief Executive Ben Metcalfe,
Now the boat is in Russian hands and undergoing a was a challenge with a difference.
serious refit project with the intention of using her for
display, film, and private charter purposes. The refit “We installed specialist RGB LED lights into the rigging
is heavily influenced by the Scarlet Sails tradition, a capable of being fine-tuned to achieve an even glow
massive Russian event held in July celebrating the end of any pantone across the sails” Ben told me. “You
of the school year based around a children’s book of can even control the lights via an app on an iPhone,
the same name by Alexander Grin. The event is held or switch them to bright white for use as deck lights”.
in St Petersburg during the White Nights Festival And it’s this level of quality and immaculate detail that
and features spectacular fireworks, numerous music runs through the myriad of solutions that Landau was
concerts and a massive water show, culminating in the
tasked with. “The owners wanted to illuminate the
appearance of a tall ship with scarlet sails.
water around the boat” says Ben. “Normally that’s a
Of course for maximum impact the ships own scarlet fairly easy installation of underwater lights but it’s just
sails have to be lit at night, and for this, and many other not possible when the hull is eighteen inches thick!”
major parts of the project, global marine technicians So instead downlights have been fitted beneath the
Landau UK Ltd were brought in. Established for over channel boards on both sides. Landau have also
twenty years and employing seventeen full time installed a sophisticated navigation system and even
engineers, Landau is used to working on brand new a new engine control panel.
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Challenge
“Bear in mind” says Ben “that all of this has to be invisible if the boat is to appear in historic films”. You only
have to visit film web sites like IMDB.com to discover lists of ‘movie goofs’; items of equipment that have
erroneously appeared in productions, such as the chariot herald in Ben Hur that was famously spotted in the film
wearing a wristwatch.
Move inside the ‘Earl of Pembroke’, and Landau’s deep involvement becomes even more apparent. There’s a
20kw Eberspacher heating system with a radiator in every room. Air conditioning has been installed throughout,
and so has a water maker beneath the saloon floor (that eighteen inch thick hull creating the need for massive
£3,500 skin fittings!). A new hot water system has also gone in. Even fitting a smoke detector system creates
challenges. It’s fully integrated and cross linked, so Landau had to channel cabling behind original panelling to
ensure nothing was on show.

The interior lighting has also come under scrutiny. The original system in this 145 foot ship was consuming over
200 ampere-hours so Landau installed a state of the art LED system to dramatically reduce the power drain. And
there’s a Wi-Fi router giving access throughout the whole accommodation (no mean task given the thick wooden
bulkheads) that can be configured to give different crew members different levels and amounts of internet
access. It links to either local Wi-Fi___33, a 3G or 4G network, or the ship’s satellite communication system.
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Solution
Which brings us neatly to the power source for all this equipment. The original generator was removed, and
Landau have fitted two 25kVA gensets that work in parallel with an inverter and synchronise automatically on
demand. If the inverter becomes overwhelmed the first generator will cut in automatically to supply the ship’s
needs, but should demand exceed a pre-programmed threshold then the second generator cuts in seamlessly,
ensuring zero interruption in supply. Landau have even installed a PTO (power take-off) for winching up the
ship’s substantial anchor.
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Solution
But for all the amazing technology that Landau have installed in this amazing boat, it’s perhaps the fuel supply
system of which Ben is most proud. “We’ve designed and built a fuel transfer system that can transfer between
the two main tanks and the day tank, but crucially will remove 99.97% of water and purify down to 7 microns”.
It’s a system Landau has developed in-house for large powerboat applications, indeed they have versions that
can handle up to 20,000 litres an hour, enough to cope with some of the biggest and most powerful leisure boats
on the market. It can even be adapted to work between up to 16 separate fuel tanks.
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Results
Landau UK is no stranger to serious high end engineering, as current projects on two Sunseeker 40m, a Princess
40 Metre, Princess 32m and various private and commercial contracts including for the Military testify. But the
company’s involvement with the ‘Earl of Pembroke’, and the standard of engineering involved, is nonetheless
clearly something very special even by its normal sky high standards.
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